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An anticipated city-wide boom in 11 to 16-year olds within the South-

ampton City will likely result in a defi cit of over 2000 school plac-

es equivalent of 15% of the population of this demographic living with-

in Southampton by 2024. A need for new spaces will be seen within the 

City Centre, yet, there currently exists no facilities to capacitate places. 

The site chosen for development is located within a unique setting of the City 

Centre.  Located by the River Itchen, the site would provide the perfect oppor-

tunity to address the Clients requirements in providing marine and engineering 

learning spaces along with pupil’s core education as part of the City Master Plan.   

A new school would improve the attractiveness of the City 

and help contribute towards the local economy by creat-

ing new job opportunities through the school’s alumni.

Th e site and the immediately surrounding context have a rich history dating back to the late 12th Century. 
Th e site is uniquely situated so that the Itchen Bridge fl yover passes over part of the site. Th e placement of 
buildings was essential to maximise natural daylight but ensure a comfortable learning environment is created. 

Th ree masses were developed enabling phased construction to take place and create separation between 
public and private facilities. Th e main Learning Block contains all core learning spaces and is based on 
a fi nger block structure that divides spaces whilst allowing each part of the building to remain accessi-
ble. Th e Sports Hall will be used for PE activities, examinations and open to the public whereas the Ma-
rine Workshop and Multi-Use Hall will provide space to store maritime equipment and for public rental.

Each building is based on rectangular masses and incorporate industrial materials and 
forms such as brick along with metal and concrete panels. Th is will enable each build-
ing to compliment the industrial heritage of the site and surroundings. Central atri-
ums used within reception areas and main ‘hubs’ will divide each block of the Learning 
Block structure and enable as much natural daylight to be received within the build-
ing. Th e rigid forms will be contrasted by means of canopies used extensively through-
out the proposal to provide shade and create a continuous learning environment.

Th e interior of the building will also aim to contrast the rigid industrial themes by making 
extensive use of mass timber elements to create a warm and inviting learning environment.
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Th e Continuous Learning Environment is an ideology that has 
been implemented to form a strong identity of the school. Out-
door spaces bring indoor learning out in response to safety is-
sues related to the pandemic and encourages outdoor learning. 
Tensile canopy structures ensure sheltered spaces are created to en-
sure all year round use and create versatile spaces accessible from 
the learning block, yet can be supervised throughout the day.

Th e sustainability strategy summerises how the buildings performance is optimised, and how the 
health and wellbeing of users is adressed throughout the design. A fabric-fi rst approach has been tak-
en in the area to volume ratio helps minimise thermal loss and solar gain and shading enables day-
light and heat to be controlled through diff erent times of the year. Innovative use of cross ventilation sys-
tems ensures the building can be cooled without the need for additional loading on services. Flood 
resistant measures have been taken through specifi cation of a blue roof to ensure urban fl ooding is minimised.  
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Stora Enso 160mm CLT C3s wall panel fixed to ground floor

concrete slab and continued up to the soffit of Level 1 onto

which the rib deck floor panel is to bear

Lindner Ligna high density chipboard panels coated with a steel

sheet for humidity protection of subfloor services

150mm Ligna pedestal supports positioned in a 600x600mm

grid to support floor finish

CLT wall panel fixated to concrete ground level concrete floor

via self taping screws anchor bolts through stainless steel RHS

c channel and in turn fixed via anchorage bolts to concrete deck

(design and specification by S/E)

300mm Monolithic concrete retaining wall to extend basement

level to ground floor and securely fastened with CLT wall panel

Double layer of 12.5 British Gypsum Gyproc fireline wall board

with 25mm Rockwool backing on exterior facing side to resist

the passage of heat and smoke ensuring 30 minutes of fire

resistance

JJ I joist parapet windpost to extend 1100mm above roof surface to protect maintenance

staff from protection from fall (as specified within AD. K clause 3.2)

Concrete slab finished supported by ACO blue green roof water storage deck to provide

level access for maintenance staff

60 minute fire rated aluminium ETEM E85 stick curtain wall system framing 60 minute

fire rated Planitherm Contraflam lite double glazing panels between transom and mullion

profiles

Insulated Concrete ground bearing floor slab to provide structural support to basement

retaining wall and protected core wall

Moisture resistant Rockwool High Performance cavity slab to run on the inside face of

retaining basement wall and finished with internal lining of British Gypsum Fire Line to

ensure minimal spread of fire throughout stair void

Recessed slot drain cast in place via monolithic concrete upstand to remove surface water

of external slabs

Lining walls of stair core to provide minimum 30 minute fire resistance via Gyproc

Fireline plasterboards fixed through 25mm layer of Rockwool fire resistant insulation bat

to 140mm CLT wall panel

UV resistant Teflon based tensile canopy supported via coated mild steel tensile posts and

retained via steel tensile cables fastened to Level 2 floor level to provide shading to

sidewalk

Moisture Retention mat laid beneath WP layer and sub base drainage

layer

150mm Kingspan Greenguard GG300 rigid extruded polystyrene

insulation

Tatasteel perforated D200 Roofdeck supported by 170mm Z purlins @

1200mm C/C

Stacked Schluter Troba Level PL10 Pedestal tile supports @10mm

thickness each to provide level support to Concrete deck slabs

12mm Siniat Weather Defence sheathing board with integral breather

membrane fixed to stud wall and continued below structural roof glazing

Icopal Monarplan FM single ply waterproof membrane to extend from

parapet to below sub base level

ETEM E85 structural roof glazing fixed and sealed in backing wall

insulated mullion

25mm Kingspan Greenguard GG301 parapet insulation to extend behind

drainage sub base to roof deck

Stora Enso 200mm LVL Stud Windpost supported by 60mm CLT floor

planel continued 1500mm above roof deck to provide parapet wall

concelaing flat roof

200mm Steico Flex 038 flexible cavity insulation (@0.038 w/mK)

to be placed between JJ I Joists of structural windpost of parapet

wall (@600mm C/C (achieving a U value of minimum 0.165

W/sq.mK)

Nvelope NV1 Aluminium adjustable helping hand wall bracket @

600mm to carry external cladding up parapet wall to ensure

aesthetics of structure are continued from external perimeter

wall

Grooves though length of Brickslips allow fixing to anodised

aluminium horizontal rail positioned @75mm veritcal c/c

180x320mm Buckland Timber glulam beam (@2.5m c/c) supporting

structural glazing transom (design and specification to S/E

recommendation) via 225mm cold rolled steel S purlins

ETEM Etalbond composite cladding with rigid LDPE insulation

core formed between E85 mullions and fixed through sheathing

board to LVL/I joist timber stud wall (to manufacturers

specification)

Aluminium coping to create drip 150mm above glazing level

60mm Steico Universal breathable rigid sheathing insualtion

fixed between helping hand brackets of rail system and continued

between coping drip to parapet cap

Visqueen VCL continued from below roof deck and to extend beneath the

thermal layer to ensure removal of intersitual condensation between

internal and exterior surfaces

Ibstock Mechslip (or to contractors recommednations) 37mm

mechanically secured brickslips to allow dissassembly after

buildings useable life

12mm Siniat sheathing board to provide structural rigidity to stud

wall to span from junction with CLT roof panel to parapet level

Bemo parapet gusset sheet attached to Bemo alumium parapet

covering with foam based rigid insulation installed in void to

minimise thermal bridging occuring

VCL to lap over integral breather membrane of sheathing board at

head plate of parapet wall to ensure conplete vapour retardant

envelope is formed

Bemo alumium parapet covering mechanically fixed via steel angle to LVL

head plate

140mm Stora Enso CLT C3S loadbearing exposed facing atrium lined with

British Gypsum Acoustic board internally (providing resistance to

passage of impact and acoustic sound creating 40db ambient noise level

Perimeter acoustic resistant flanking strip to be secured between

junction of floor and wall panels

J

Double layer of 12.5mm British Gypsum Acoustic

Board mechanically fixed to JJI Joists on opposite

faces of stud walls to provide 35db impact and

airborne resiliance to create an ambient noise level

of 35db within SEN and Health and Wellbeing

spaces

100mm Metsec light guage steel head deflection C

channel to allow deflection within floor

construction and to prevent damage to wall

40mm Steico Flex Wood Fibre Insulation fixed to

inside of both I joist studs to reduce airbourne

sound transmission between spaces to maximimum

35dB internal ambient noise level (Wall Type 4.1 in
50mm void seperating stud walls minimising transmission

of impact soudnd throughout wall build up

Double leaf 100mm James Jones and Sons I Joist stud wall

@600mm C/C with deflection head installed to allow

fixation to cieling level

Double layer of British Gypsum Fireboard to minimise fire

spread amongst non loadbearing partition walls and to

suit deflection amount whilst ensuring 10mm minimum

overlap with wallboard

Light guage L channels fixed to ceiling to conceal

deflection gap above wall and finish with plaster

skim coat

Tightly packed lightweight Rockwool mineral wool

insulation within wallnoard deflection board and retained

via L channel fixings to cieling

Naturally acoustic resiliant Stora Enso 120mm CLT L3s

floor panel to form 400mm deep rib deck system to span

between interior loadbearing CLT wall panels and

perimeter column and beam system to ensure timber

aestehtics are continued

65mm mesh reinforced cement screed overlaid

structural floor panels to provide level surface onto

which raised access floor pedestal mechanically

fixed to, enabling services to be run and acoustically

seperating floors reducing impact transmission

Inherantly acoustic resistant Lindner Ligna raised

access floor system to provide flanking difference

of between 45 59dB (confirmed by acoustician and

manufactures guidance)

60mm Steico Universal breathable rigid

sheathing insualtion fixed between helping

hand brackets of rail system

Nvelope NV1 Aluminium adjustable helping

hand wall bracket @600mm secured via

thermally broken stainless steel self taping

screws to LVL stud wall

80mm cold rolled steel Nvelope T beam

supported by Nvelope helping hand bracket

Ibstock Mechslip 37mm thick mechanically

secured brickslips to allow dissassembly after

buildings useable life

Siderise RH50 60/60 located at floor junction

and window cill to to provide 60 minutes fire

resistance between the 50mm cavity void

between insulation and rainscreen system

Lindner Lidna 38.5 rigid chipboard based rigid

raised floor panel to provide flanking difference

of between 45 59dB (confirmed by acoustician

and manufactures guidance) to form an elevated

surface underwhich services are to be ran

1200 x 300mm Ecophon Solo

vertical baffle panels @

600mm C/C fixed via parralel

Ecophon Connect T24 Cross

Tee rails. Fixed 300mm from

exposed structural floor deck

via galvanised Ecophon

Connect hangers

65mm fibre reinforced screed layer to provide a

level surface onto which pedestats are to bear

200mm Steico Flex 038 flexible cavity

insulation (@0.038 W/mK) fixed between JJI

Joist external wall studs @600mm C/C (to

achieve U value of at least 0.165 W/sq.mK)

Lindner adjustable 150mm raised access floor

pedestals to provide service void beneath floor

panels to Building Services Engineers

recommendations

Grooves along length of brickslips allow fixing

to anodised aluminium horizontal rail

positioned @75mm veritcal c/c

Stora Enso 38x90mm LVL head plate of 200mm

C24 grade JJI joist stud system of infill panel (@

600mm C/C) finished with 60 minute rated

Lifeline Intumescent coating to enable Table B3

of AD B to be met

Buckland Timber 180x520 perimeter beam

supporting offset from internal wall face edge to

provide canilevered support to CLT floor slab

above (confirmed by manufacturer and structural

engineer)

E

Visqueen VCL fixed to interior face of infill panel

and continued around LVL head plate and CLT

Floor panel

Typical window glazing base detail (refer to

callout LB_S2BA.1)

Naturally acoustic resiliant Stora Enso 120mm CLT

L3s floor panel to form 400mm deep rib deck

system to span between interior loadbearing CLT

wall panels and perimeter column and beam

system to ensure timber aestehtics are continued

12mm Siniat sheathing board to provide

structural rigidity to stud wall and with integral

breather membrane to ensure passage of

E

Laminated panels of Planitherm One T

with a single layer of transparent

Planitherm Stadip Silence sandwhiched

between to provide resistance to the

passage of airbourne sound from the

Itchen overpass

Comar 9P.i fixed casement aluminium

extrusion subsil (to provide fixed glazing

up to 800mm in height AD. K Dia. 3.1) and

mechanically fixed via 60mm self taping

screw system to LVL head plate through

flashing

Stainless steel powder coated steel

flashing fixed above cill pan and continued

over rainscreen cladding to create a flush

water run off

Casing bead secured via Armatherm

structural thermal break to cill pan

Ibstock mechslip brickslip top rail to be

securely fastened to Nvelope T beam

Knauf foam insulation set between

securing cill pan and flashing to minimise

thermal bridge occuring between internal

and exterior surfaces

60 minute fire rated Siderise RH50 60/60

'open state' ventilated cavity barrier

mechanically fixed at head of infill wall

and continual below structural opening

level

e coated Planithrm Planiclear glazing (G

value @ 0.55 W/sq.mK) with Armorcoat

shatter resistant safety film applied to

protect glazing from damage in the case of

arson

ETEM Etalbond composite cill mechanically fixed

within mullion extrusion and shaped over external

cladding with rigid LDPE core to provide thermal

resistance (to manufacturers specification)

ETEM E85 Structural Glazing Curtain Wall Transom

supported via tee beam to glulam column (confirmed by

S/E)

Radon resistant Newton 108 HydroBond LM spray

applied liquid membrane continued minimum 150mm

up masonry wall to form Type A barrier system and

protected via Alliance Remedial Backfill Protection

Board

100 x 125mm ACO HexDrain Brickslot drainage

channel embedded within concrete pad to provide

level support for exterior slabs and blockwork

upstand of protective insulation masonary screen

ETEM 6mm sun guard/16mm Low Emission Argon

cavity/6mm internal pane Double Glazing system to

achieve U(glass) of 1.0 W/sq.m K and 1.1 W/sq.mK

across the entire curtain wall system.

Insitu cast monolithic concrete upstand as part of floor

slab to create an elevated parapet on which the curtain

wall system is fixed to ensure minimum 150mm

clearance above ground level is achieved

75mm wide cold rolled steel T Beam bracket fixed to

extruded transom via M10 bolts and connected to

concrete parapet via Hilti anchor bolts through

Armatherm thermally broken pad

Visqueen Vapour Control layer to continue from

beneath rigid insulation upstand and lap beneath the

Type A external barrier waterproofing membrane to

ensure continuity in removing build up of intersitual

condensation

ETEM E85 extruded aluminum mullion @2500mm fixed

perpendicular to transom column to support structural

glazing

Fibre mesh reinforced exposed screed floor finish as

part of the finsih layer of the Sports Hall Spectator

waiting and viewing area ground bearing floor slab

Visqueen DPM laid over 200mm Steico sub screed

insulation layer and continued up perimeter upstand

above the VCL layer to ensure continuity in prevention

of rising damp throughout floor construction

Rockwool 25mm High Performance Partial Fill Cavity

Slab to extend from rainscreen junction to concrete

kicker and minimise thermal bridge through the

concrete upstand (minimum 25mm void required

between insulation and wall to ensure adequate

ventilation is provided

Gasket seals installed between panels to ensure

minimal transfer of heat throughout the structural

glazing
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The technical details demonstrate how the buildings design is too be realised.  The design 

will make use of innovative building materials and components that will ensure structural, 

thermal and safety requirements are met yet go above and beyond the Building Regulations. 

A key feature of the technology specifi ed within the school involves the incorporation of in-

novative timber-based loadbearing products and systems such as CLT and glulam. These 

are formed from timber laminates, pre-manufactured to size and shape before delivery to 

site. The associated carbon and energy consumption involved with manufacture and de-

livery is less than traditional materials such as steel and concrete. However, unlike natural 

timber, these materials have improved structural properties and are naturally fi re resistant.

Glazing will be double glazed with both in-

sulated and acoustically enhanced pan-

els. Use of shatter resilience and e-coat-

ing fi lms ensure safety of occupants in 

case of arson and reduce UV penetration 

and excessive heat gained within spaces. 

Timber-based infi ll walling between struc-

tural elements not only ensure insulation can 

be maximised but help reduce the self-weight 

of the building and loadings on foundations.

Acoustic resistance is a priority of construction technology specifi ed with-

in the school. Insulated plasterboard together with separated internal walls en-

sure the transmittance of airbourne and impact sound can be reduced between rooms.

Use of raised access fl ooring within teaching 

spaces ensure services can be hidden within 

the fl oor voids enabling an exposed timber 

ceiling to be left. Separation is created be-

tween the structural slab ensuring acoustic re-

silience is provided and fl anking is minimised.  
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Lindner 150mm raised access floor

pedestal floor tor provide space for

services to be specified in

Ecophon Hygiene Clinic E ceiling panel system to abut

internal wall finish layer via connecting steel strips

around cieling perimeter

600 x 600 Ecophon Connect Grid consisting of a 1200

x 600 c/c T24 galvanised steel grid suspended via

hangers to structural deck

2 layers of impact and airbourne sound resistant

Gyproc wallboard dry fixed to CLT loadbearing wall

Visqueen VCL lapped around CLT structural slab between

floors to provide continuity throughout structure

D

Breather membrane lining continual from

below roof deck to coninue overlaid CLT

upstand

140mm CLT wall to continue from below Lower

Roof level to Upper roof

Rigid Steico universal insulation installed ro

remove thermal bridge at jucntion between

roof and wall verlaid with 3mm aluminium box

gutter profile

Tatasteel D153 perfroated acoustic roof deck to

minimise acoustic and impact sound

transmission from flanking between workshop

and hall and acoustic transmission from the

Itchen Bridge

Ash and Lacy standing seam profile supported by Ash and

Lacy Ashgrid system between roof deck profiles

50mm Rockwool acoustic insulation fixed to CLT wall

to create a Wall Type 4.1 in accordance with AD.E 2.141

50mm wall studs running parralel to seperated CLT wall

to reduce transmission of impact sound

Doubled British Gypsum acoustic resistant plasterboard

on Multi Use hall internall wall to by seperated by

minimum 200mm from lining face of Marine Storage

plasterboard

SIG Aluminium insulated gutter to be supported by

timber blocking and a rigid insulated core between metal

roof deck channels

Engineered roof truss manufactured offsite using 114x114

C24 grade timber top and bottom chords with C24 timber

webbing struts (manufactured to James Jones and Sons

and S/E recommendation)

120mm Stora Enso CLT C floor panel

supported by loadbearing external

and internal 140mm CLT wall panels

50mm Steico wood fibre roll laid

beneath suspended floor deck to

prevent transmissio between Marine

Storage and Multi Use hall

Visuqeen VCL overlaid roof deck to continue

below gutter line and overlap with internaL VCL

(hot welded at join)

1

137mm Tata Steel D137 Trapezoidal Acoustic

RoofDek profile self curved as a single span

deck to follow the shape of the roof with rigid

rockfibre acoustic infills between profiles

Standing seam profile to be fixed to roof via

Ashgrid AG40 horizontally spanning bar connected

via an ABV bracket to roof deck

200mm Steico Therm wood fibre insulation (@0.039

W/mK) sandwiched between standing seem and

roof deck profile to ensure U value of 0.153

W/sq.mK is achieved across the build up

Timber Truss roof manufactured off site using

130X381mm Glulam top and bottom chords (or

to manufacturers guidance) with 114x114mm

C24 grade web trusses to extend between

chord to provide lateral resistance (structural

calculations performed by S/E)

Knauf insulation spray foam insulation installed

within cavity formed between gutter and truss roof to

ensure thermal bridge at junction is minimised

Loadbearing 140mm CLT external wall to

extend from ground level to rafter level and to

support truss roof system

Sloped Seat Cut Connection to secure glulam

beam to CLT wall and fastened via m12 bolts

through beam top chord

Ash and Lacy zinc coated standing seam profile

finished to an Industrial Concrete effect and curved

to follow the slope of the truss roof

Aluminium facade screen naturally ventilated via

regular perforations to provide a translucent

screen over glazed elements to improve privacy of

contents within the Marine Workshop

Aluminium eaves profile to extend between roof and

gutter to ensure flush finish is created between edge

standing seam termination and gutter box

30mm Rockwell tissue faced acoustic slab self

curved to form of the roof profile installed between

fixing brackets of roof build up

Acoustic slab to be faced with a tissue lining forming

a vapour retardant layer to prevent interstitial

condensation from forming within structure

Standing seam to terminate over aluminium eaves

edge profile fixed to 402x95mm Metsec C channel

Dales IBX Box Gutter to run parallel to roof eaves and

connected to back box outlet to concealed gutter

drainage behind louvred aluminium screen

Bespoke formed Dales Aluminium Bullnose FP Fascia

and soffit profiles fixed via aluminium Monocoque

support profile mechanically fixed to roof truss rafters

Dales FP Closure fixing to connect soft to

Monocoque support system

Ibstock Mechslip 37mm mechanically secured

brickslips

Grooves along length of Brickslips allow fixing

to anodised aluminium horizontal rail

positioned @75mm vertical c/c and secured to

T beam

Siderise RH50 60/60 located at floor junction

and window chill to provide 60 minutes fire

resistance between the 50mm cavity void

between insulation and rainscreen system

100x38mm glulam blocking boards used to

neatly trim the edge of the rafter profile and

allow metal clips to be fastened to support c

channels

Radon resistant Newton 108

HydroBond LM spray applied liquid

membrane to form durable and flexible

Type A barrier waterproofing system

lapped 150mm with Newton 403

membrane over footing kicker

20x10mm Newton 315 hydrophilic

polymer waterbar embedded on topside

of construction joint to provide Type C

waterproofing to plant room

Alliance Remedial Supplies 3mm

Backfill Protection Board to protect

waterproofing membranes from damage

10mm H50 steel rebars @200mm C/C

(confirmed by SE)

75mm sand binding laid above 150mm

hardcore layer to provide level base

before structural concrete footing is laid

500mm dia. CFA concrete pile column

(pile centres and dimensions to be

confirmed by SE)

Newton 403 HydroBond waterproof

membrane and radon gas barrier pre

applied before concrete raft

waterproofing system beneath footing

10mm A360 steel reinforcement mesh

@200mm c/c (confirmed by SE) to

provide tensile resistance to concrete

footing

E

500mm concrete retaining wall to

extend 5000mm below GL (0mm)

continued from column and beam

system and external wall of Sports Hall

to form uninsulated basement storey

(specification confirmed by SE engineer)
80mm Steico Therm rigid insulation board fixed via insulation clips @500mm to continue from

coping to curtain wall level

Alescco smooth, lightly polished 1500 x 500mm Airtec Concrete rainscreen panel to positioned

above steel drip of blockwork retaining wall

200mm Steico Flex 038 flexible cavity insulation (@0.038

w/mK) to be placed between JJ I Joists of structural

windpost of parapet wall (@600mm C/C (achieving a U

value of minimum 0.165 W/sq.mK)

Tee beam supporting rainscreen positioned above brickwork junction

Grey finish block course laid on retaining blockwork (to continue aesthetics of rainscreen panels)

Rockwool 25mm High Performance Slab to continue insulation below coping

Alliance Remedial Supplies 3mm Backfill Protection

Board to protect waterproofing membranes from damage

Newton 108 HydroBond LM spray applied radon

resistant membrane to form durable and flexible Type A

barrier waterproofing system for basement retaining

wall

Newton 109 LM radon certified rubber waterproofing

membrane liquid applied membrane to form puncture

resistant and flexible Type A barrier waterproofing

system continued up to rainscreen junction

20x10mm Newton 315 hydrophilic polymer waterbar

embedded on topside of construction joint to provide

Type C waterproofing at concrete kicker junction with

retaining wall

Structurally reinforced 500mm concrete monolithic

ground slab below to footing (confirmed by SE)

12mm Siniat Weather Defence sheathing board (fixed to Metsec SFS wall) with integral breather

membrane lapped over 0.5mm Aluminum coping via sealing tape

200mm Steico Therm Rigid Sub screed insulation slab

(@0.039 W/mK) to achieve U value of 0.101 W/sq.mK

throughout ground slab

Stacked Schluter Troba Level PL10 Pedestal tile supports @

10mm thickness each to provide level support to anti slip

porcelain floor tiles

Visqueen DPM fixed over perimeter insulation board and

continued down below insulation to prevent moisture

ingress

50mm flagstones laid on 150mm packed hardcore base

100 x 125mm ACO HexDrain Brickslot drainage channel

(or similar) embedded within concrete between slabs to

provide drainage beneath external ground level

2 layers of Gyproc Moisture Resistant board mechanically

fixed to stud wall to protect from spore growth within

moisture laden environment of changing rooms

VCL laid beneath mesh reinforced screed layer and lapped

over 25mm perimeter insulation board to continue on

internal face of stud wall to prevent build up of interstitial

condensation build up

Steel coping (fire rated at least 60 mins) fixed behind tee beam to sarking board to allow drainage at

least 150mm above GL

E

Stora Enso 92mm LVL T Beam to provide support around the perimeter of infill stud panels and fixed

to concrete slab via Armatherm thermally broken masonry anchor
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Structural engineered truss work will ensure bespoke curved shapes within the roof can be formed and will bear 

upon the loadbearing elements of the external walls.  Metal roof decking can be curved to follow the roof and 

ensure protection from the elements. Roof elements and fi nishes will be fi xed via mechanical fi xings instead of 

using adhe-sives to ensure the buildings can be dismantled instead of demolished at the end of its usable life.

Connections between walls and fl oors had to ensure the risk of moisture ingress could be minimised. The cor-

rect specifi cation of membranes and roof linings helped ensure that any chance of moisture ingress through 

the roof build up was completely removed. It was important that blue roofs were specifi ed which are de-

signed to attenuate and control the release of water during a storm, reducing the chance of urban fl ooding.

The ground bearing fl oor is to be constructed from concrete that forms a raft foundation and bears upon 

the earth. Perimeter upstands of blockwork can protect the wall from moisture ingress whilst internal in-

sulation of the fl oor will minimise thermal transfer between the spaces and the ground. Exterior drainage 

will be used to allow surface water to be removed from external slabs and minimise health hazards arising.

Pile foundations ensure the weight of the building can be transferred directly down through the sub-

base to solid strata. Located adjacent to the River Itchen requires that this systm is used to ensure 

that the structural stability is provided and the chance of heave or subsidence occuring is minimised. 

Plant and storage will be provided within the basement, therefore, thermal insulation is not required.  


